France, ENSAM, 19.03.2020
Dear Partners,
We are contacting you to inform you of the latest news about the measures taken by ENSAM in
regard of COVID-19. I hope you are well despite this crisis that affects all of us around the globe.
This message is also sent to the coordinators named by your students – please forward the message
to the correct person, if needed.
With the international aim of containing the spread of COVID-19 and following the recommendations
of French Health authorities and the Government, ENSAM Montpellier has decided to suspend all inpresence activities and classes in its campus as of Monday March 16th until further notice.
Therefore, ENSAM will remain closed for all students and teaching and research as well as
administrative staff from that date on.
Local and visiting students will be able to continue their studies online from their homes.
Administrative staff at the International Relations Office will continue answering your queries via
email (only) as always. ENSAM’s Direction has begun to put in place, coordinated with its professors
a pedagogical activity plan, in order to keep the semester going on for all students.
In any case, if you or your students have any questions regarding the situation at Montpellier or at
ENSAM, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are here for the students and will do our best in
assisting them in this evolving situation.
The whole ENSAM Administration team is there to answer all your queries:
DEREY Alain, Director - alain.derey@montpellier.archi.fr
LENORMAND Herve, Educational and Pedagogical Office Director
- herve.lenormand@montpellier.archi.fr
NOURRIGAT Elodie, Professor Coordinator of International Relations - elodie@nbj-archi.com
CHIARAVIGLIO Sandrine, Chief of EPO Service - sandrine.chiaraviglio@montpellier.archi.fr
DURAND Mélanie, International Relations Office Referent - melanie.durand@montpellier.archi.fr
BARRIENTOS Fernanda, International Relations Office Staff
- fernanda.barrientos@montpellier.archi.fr
Wishing you all lots of patience and strength in these difficult times,
Kind regards,

